David Lammy has responded to criticism of his description of Stacey Dooley over her work on a film in Uganda for Red Nose Day. The Labour MP claimed the world did not need "any more white saviours" after the Strictly Come Dancing star was pictured holding an African child. Mr Lammy said that the term "white saviour" comes from Victorian times, "when the white man or woman turned up in Africa, picked a young child from poverty, and did very little about the surrounding issues". The Member for Tottenham said Comic Relief needed to be "in greater partnership with the continent of Africa", suggesting they film live from Africa on the night and use African film-makers.

Thanks to FancyMancy for posting this.

At last a wise Black person can say something that needs to be stated. I totally agree with David Lammy here.

The situation is a lot of White people have this mental illness where their empathy is out of control and they go to 3rd world countries to play savior and
get them out of the stone age, and prostitute themselves for a quick buck and many good 'heaven points'.

Motherless White women go play the mommas for all the world's self-oppressed and self-lazy on the other end of the planet. As if we didn't have orphanages and husbands here. It has to be trendy and cross borders help. We don't have orphanages, kids in need of dire help, and millions of problems of abuse, criminality, etc.

Our whole concern, is to be Good (Dumb motherfuckers) People and Universalists (of the jew instructed type), and shove our nose where we should not, that is, in the destiny of other people on earth, even if that is to effectively "help". And people see this and they do not like it. Many also do attack Whites for this, to the amazement of them, who are sitting there dumbfounded as to how this is even possible.

First of all let us clear the first hoax. We are not helping in any fundamental way when we do all this charitable crap. We are only becoming the servants of the 'oppressed', and this is why their demands are not only growing, but also similarly does their disrespect. This is only normal, as one is not acting like a helper, but like a dumbass who serves a foreign race to get good heaven points and be good in the eyes of jews and other NPC's who follow their unthoughtful paradigm. This behavior is contemptible by the people receiving the help, and is confusing them.

Even with our faults, we are still superior, and there is nothing bad with this. I wonder how this planet would have been if others had been 'superior'. Except of a few named exceptions whom I can see doing a good job in that paradigm, and who, do ALREADY contribute to mankind anyway, one can only imagine the level of savagery we would drop into if others like jews or behaviourally related people of the jews ruled 'everything'.

Every time something goes wrong in this world, all people petition two places. One is the hated Whitey that has to go extinct, and will probably be the case if this crap is continued, and two, "God". Since nobody is there to help in regards to these such as for example the God of the jew, the only actual "God" of this world replies to prayers by sending in humanitarian help and all the things that the contemptible race of White Oppressors is supposed to give, such as medical help, saving people from catastrophes, doing the thinking for all humanity, saving people from dying at infancy or the age of 5 by easily curable diseases etc. etc.
We have been trained by Pavlovian standard to take great pride in how much of a slave race we have become to everyone else, catering everything from serious problems, to even the menial 'muh feels' problems of everyone else literally on the face of the planet. This has earned us hate and disrespect, but also admiration from others, but in-genuine admiration.

How much people open borders, empty bank accounts for jew charities, betray their race, memorize multicultural poems, and spew brown turds as pearls of knowledge from the bible in front of others, has become a menial game in where NPC's are gaining "Good Goy" points at the expense of "Intellect" points in what they perceive as some sort of "moral ascent", so they can finally become what the jew gave them a mission to become.

The only people that truly 'like' us, are the people who ever understood the value of this help, and how cruel the world is 'without us', which are very few, and are already self-reliant and powerful, understanding the extent that stupid Whitey goes to help other people, EN MASSE.

The Japanese really like us, but I don't see many Japanese trying to take over London by any stretch of imagination. They have their own problems and we are giving and taking back and forth, but we did not invade Tokyo through mercy, nor did the Japanese come to invade London and remove the natives through birthrates. If some jew politician told them to "Come here to receive help", they would only feel deeply INSULTED by this. Likewise, self-reliant and people with some moral decency, do not want to be helped like RETARDS who cannot eat and sanitize on their own.

The other thing Whites are constantly doing is that they are stupid and that they go to these countries to 'help' and 'teach' these people, as if they wanted to be taught or to be helped, as if these people were retarded and could not help themselves. This makes the local people angry and yes, this is not a very wise way to treat other people. It invalidates their ability to help themselves.

For a natural perspective, the above is also deadly, and the only relation that can arise, is a slave master relationship, for which the slave will always hate what he perceives as the 'master'. In other words, help may be requested, and even if one goes to the expense, the 'helped' will still hate them, it's unavoidable. Especially since it's done in a retarded manner.

The Slave here is the Whites, who, at the whim of any request, they give their
soul, resources, and literal life or even genes as some form of charity of destruction and assimilation. They hang onto this cross so everyone can drink their blood, exactly as the jew imagined they would when he formulated Christianity and its kosher Communistic Socialism. Whites were to idolize the jew on the stick, and behave as the jew on the stick, and be a sacrificial lamb for the whole of the world's sins. Others who were cleverer were to be those ticks that drink blood for free, so they didn't internalize this system in the same way.

People going there and telling them BS about "Democracy" and "Human rights" and all the related crock of 1st world crap doesn't serve anywhere and fixes nothing. This is the same kosher help provided by the Jew Run "United Nations", which goes in African territories, and arms some "Good Christian Africans" to "maintain peace" in the region. When they are given enough weapons for the "peace keeping", then they abduct, rape, and enslave everyone else.

The situation is that "Help" is something that people have to first do as follows: "Help themselves". It's by learning to help ourselves that we can finally understand the value of things, and progress towards a better self, and therefore world.

The jew instructed the White man to carry all the world's people on his back, to crash his back, and also, that Whites can be used viciously by the mobs of the lazy to achieve a better state of life they never earned or cared to develop. This is why people like Hindus and many others, instead of kissing ass for charities, and instead of whining about their social problems, are actually doing something to fix things on their own. Any self respecting person or nation would try to do the same.

All of this dumb behavior arose from xianity. For one, we owe nothing to nobody, and for two, this is disrespectful to the people who are receiving the help and undermines their intelligence, and for three, this is leading nowhere but more and more demands.

It is not philanthropic for Whites to take one black kid here and there and help it out. It's not philanthropic to open your borders to come in and displace your people, so you can 'help' them. Not helping at home and helping those that live inside a home, equals not only NOT HELPING, but making the situation worse.

Whites like those dumb horses above however do not have some consciousness over for example who truly built America and who built England, which were the Irish serfs and many other White working class slaves. The white child labor and
serfdom and abuse of Whites amongst our own, eventually created the Industrial revolution, which pulled the majority of the world's countries from what is effectively the stone age. Unrewarded labor and being universally hated anyway, no matter what you do, is part of being White.

And this is a diseased identity that now has to die, or else, we will die from it. Those who cannot kill it in themselves, have to question if they want to kill everyone else, because indeed, this is where this will ultimately lead.

Instead of trying to be positive to our own people, and possibly giving reparations to the Irish, or at least rewarding and helping out our working class, we do not do this. The dumb horses believe they are too far 'ahead' developmentally. They want to do jewish memetic 'charity' and kosher nonsensical nonsense instead.

Because Whites also have this mental illness called PRIDE which makes them, even in the worst situations, walk with their head up high, and not ask for mercy; we are considered aliens by those who have for hundreds of years now living by the hand of mercy, like first and foremost, jews. Because our people do not cry, we also assume our people do not hurt.

So we are quick to move forward, and forget the "PRIDEFUL", the sinners, and those who take suffering with the head up high, and we are busy wasting everything on people who pretend they are in such dire need of "HELP". Professional beggars are more important.

A lot of people question, why after all the White man has done for this world, is getting shitted on the face and attacked? I will tell you the truth as to why. For the same reason a Lion was mentally ill to go to cater a tiger, and the tiger slashed its face. This behavior is unnatural, and therefore, earns absolutely no respect. If anything, everyone laughs at a sedated and stupid lion, who not only tries to cater to tigers, but also hyenas like the jews.

This is why nobody is grateful. Because Whites are victims and nobody respects a victim. And this is why always everyone comes to us with more and more demands until we die out: "to your Rabbi Jesus and totem of the Jews, and your tendency to be a good guy socialist for 'all' people of the earth, this is your fate, dumb whitey" - Queen Reality.

We have to change or get destroyed. Lifeforms as dumb as to conceive these dreams of carrying everyone onto their backs, sharing advances with their enemies, and allowing brain damaging empathy to grow out of control to feed
and excuse jews and give gifts and free loot to people that want to kill you, never leads a species anywhere.

Let us also say, I hold nothing morally against the hordes who attack Whites. They are doing what is naturally moral. A tick sees a lion who gushes its own blood in the ground, and it goes to lavish in the blood. The Lion is so dumb it looks at the tick and questions why the tick never says thank you, and always desires more. How unnatural and filthy is all of this story?

It's actually better for the lion to die rather than for someone to observe this disgusting and paranoid sight. No self respecting lion can watch this, and support this, or blame the ticks. If the tick has one fault here, then half of it in the very least is on the hands of the so-called "Lion" who made itself into a dog and unicorn.

Let us say the following. If one is starving, and you give them food, it serves nowhere. If you teach them how to fish, and then move the fuck away, maybe they will finally learn to fish and help themselves. This is far more truly empathic and compassionate than sitting there and feeding people fish into their mouth. This is actually disgusting, and mentally paranoiac.

Whites, if they want the respect and to actually co-exist in a peaceful manner with other peoples on this planet, need to move away from other people's businesses, countries, and trying to bring a 'salvation' like the jew taught them on the earth. Our own people need saving now. If anything, one should support, recommend, and help, but not this defiling situation where one rips open their guts so that others can cannibalize them.

If Whites want to help anyone, help yourselves first, and also, let people help themselves at home so they can improve on their own. You going and giving sushi to poor African children isn't going to help the starvation problem. Teach them how to plant instead, and move the fuck away.

White "Saviors" have to be punished and indicted on two fronts. For one, they give ineffective help that bruises the native people and tribes. For two, they reject to help their own people and are traitorous. White Saviors must be no more if the White race is to survive and keep existing.

If anything, White Saviors can be exported permanently to other races and we can pay them reparation money to paint themselves and do plastic surgery to match the natives, so they can stay there on a cross and die for the sins of the
natives while being stoned. This will indeed be part of a great work to absolve humanity of their sins, and these Whites can become the sacrificial lambs of "God" in the Jewish totemic faith they believe in, so they can go to the imagined heaven.

Ineffective in both cases, they are only useful to the Jews, who want wasted human potential to be the only outcome of all of this.

David Lammy was correct to give these dumb Jewish slaves and pseudo-moralists the finger. Mr. Lammy knows what he's talking about.
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